SCHEDULE

AMENDMENT OF THE REGULATIONS GOVERNING
THE AWARD OF THE NATIONAL MEDAL

1. Regulation 2 is amended by—
   (a) omitting from paragraph (2) (c) "or"; and
   (b) adding after paragraph (2) (d) the following paragraphs—
       "(e) an Australian correctional service; or
       (f) an Australian emergency service.”.

2. Regulation 3 is amended by—
   (a) omitting from sub-regulation (1) the definition of "Australian service"
       and substituting the following definition:
       "'Australian service' means an Australian police force, fire service or
       ambulance service, the Australian Protective Service, an Australian
       correctional or emergency service or the Defence Force;"; and
   (b) omitting "or ambulance service" from paragraph (a) of the definition
       of "Commonwealth service" in sub-regulation (1) and substituting
       "; ambulance service, correctional service or emergency service".

3. Regulation 4 is amended by adding after paragraph (d) the following
   paragraphs—
   "(e) the chief officer of an Australian correctional service;
   (f) the chief officer of an Australian emergency service.”